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LYSANDER OUT-GUNNED, OUT-PACED BEATS OFF TWO F.W.190s.

Out-gunned, out-paced and, as a make-weight, also outnumbered, an

Air-Sea Rescue Lysander pilot, by skilful flying, recently out-fought two
F.W.190s which pounced on him.

So coolly did the Canadian warrant-officer pilot manoeuvre his aircraft

that it not only escaped any real damage, but his gunner-observer, a flight

sergeant from Herne Bay, was able to damage one of the F.W.s and send the

other scuttling home.

"I think the F.Ws saw our Lysander just as we saw them”, said the

warrant-officer. “There was absolutely no cloud cover so I went right down

to the deckand flew about 30 feet above the sea."

"The F.Ws came at us line abreast at first, and I did a complete circle

to get out of the way", he continued.

"Then they came at us one from each side, I hardly knew how to get
out of that fix, but I turned part of a circle and back again.

"They made a third attack together from astern, but by this time I was
doing violent 'S' turns.

"When we landed we found only four bullets in our aircraft - all in the

tail plane.

"After the third attack, my gunner observer got in a long burst at one

of the Huns as he turned away, He saw his bullets hitting behind the

cockpit. After that, we saw only one Hun. My gunner saw some churning in

the water which might have meant that the other F.W. had gone in. But I

guess we yore too busy to worry about that.

“The remaining F.W. took another crack at us, but the next thing I saw

of him he was beating it for home.

“The whole fight only lasted four or five minutes, and I can tell you

I really enjoyed my breakfast when we landed."


